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An innovative option for the treatment of biphosphonate-associated osseous necrosis:
HELBO® treatment

Despite major side-effects that are difficult to treat, biphosphonates are increasingly the prescription of
choice nowadays. Although they cannot be classified as safe in any way, they are often used in the
treatment of osteoporosis patients, as well as for treating malignant tumours. With regard to the
former, these preparations are also used as a preventative measure, as they effectively inhibit
imminent bone shrinkage. It is often the case that too little information is available concerning the side
effects of the active drugs and as a result, the issue of patients suffering from osseous necrosis
ceased being restricted to clinics a long time ago. Even established dentists are facing this issue.

A possible link between treatment using biphosphonates and the development of osteo necrosis in the
jaw was first described in a study by Marx published in 2003. The scientific community agrees that
where biphosphonate has been administered intravenously, there are higher incidences of osseous
necrosis. So far however, in addition to the traditional treatment methods, such as long-term antibiotic
courses and regular surgical procedures to remove the necrosis (unfortunately often leading to radical
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continuity resection), it has not been possible to draw up standardised, effective treatment protocols,
especially when an infectious element is involved, which is often the case in this clinical picture.
An increasing demand for treatment for biphosphonate-associated osseous necrosis (BRONJ) was
noted in dentistry a long time ago, which makes it all the more important for promising therapy
regimens to become available. The HELBO® treatment seems a pioneering approach in this situation,
as confirmed by Dr Sigurd Hafner, Chief Physician of the Clinic and Outpatient Clinic for Oral, Jaw and
Facial Surgery at Ludwig Maximilians University in Munich, who has specialised in this health
condition for many years.
Using a highly concentrated sterile dye, a local deep disinfection can be achieved without any side
effects. As part of this treatment concept, once the necrosis has been surgically removed, bacteria are
stained using a photosensitiser, which sensitises them, and they are subsequently killed using a lightappropriate wavelength and energy density.
The high level of disinfection, in addition to the low level laser effect to promote wound healing (wave
length range of 660 nm), is a strict requirement for secondary granulation of the wound.
At the LMU, the treatment regimen consists of a combination of four cornerstones of treatment:
pretreatment, operation, aftercare and recall: during perioperative antibiotic treatment of the patient,
infected necrotic areas of bone are surgically removed, after which the HELBO® treatment is applied
intraoperatively straight away in order to ensure simultaneous disinfection. The LLLT to promote
wound healing and alleviate pain should then be applied at regular intervals as part of the aftercare
stage. HELBO® treatment can also be used repeatedly during wound dehiscence. Stricter recall is
primarily important during any chemotherapy treatment, during whereby the HELBO® treatment is not
expected to produce any side-effects.
The efficacy of the HELBO® treatment has since been scientifically proven in numerous studies (see
www.helbo.de/wissenschaft).
The bredent group develops products, systems and treatment concepts that allow dentists and dental
technicians to manufacture and obtain high-value, cost-effective periodontally hygienic and
aesthetically pleasing dental prostheses in a shorter time.

In doing so, the bredent group aspires to be a more technically competent, innovative and reliable
partner for its customers.
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